
 155 WOOSTER STREET #4F NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10012  June 22, 2018  VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL  Office of General Counsel ASX Limited 20 Bridge Street, Sydney NSW 2000, PO Box H224  Australia Square NSW 1215  regulatorypolicy@asx.com.au   Re: CHESS Replacement: New Scope and Implementation Plan  I. Foreword Say welcomes the opportunity to comment on the significant project to replace and upgrade the clearing and settlement infrastructure in Australia.  The Australian Stock Exchange (“ASX”) should be complimented for their vision in undertaking this ground-breaking work to improve financial market infrastructure for the benefit of all stakeholders, including individual shareholders.  Say, a technology startup based in New York City, notes that global market participants are closely following the work of the Clearing House Electronic Subregister System Replacement (“CHESS Replacement”) with a view toward inspiring similar reforms in markets around the world.    Say is particularly interested in improving the shareholder ownership experience, including through the implementation of rational and investor-friendly changes to investor communications and proxy voting systems.  Financial services have shifted online and to mobile platforms, becoming more efficient and accessible. As brokerage firms and others seek to obtain new customers, investors are offered an increasingly robust array of services to allow them to quickly purchase and sell equities and track the financial metrics associated with their portfolios.  Unfortunately, the non-financial rights that come with being an investor, including voting and engagement, have not received similar attention. In the United States, shareholder voting for beneficial shareholders owning stock at brokerage firms is characterized by a paper-heavy and poor user experience, which we believe discourages the exercise of shareholder rights. Say believes that the CHESS Replacement project is an example of an initiative that seeks to return appropriate focus to these important rights.  The CHESS Replacement Scope and Implementation Plan refers to proxy voting as a “post phase 1” initiative. However, because changes are being made in relevant areas to be implemented on day 1 of the CHESS Replacement, we feel that it is important that the ASX ensures that the foundations for an improved proxy voting process are considered in conjunction with the initial changes.  II. About Say Say believes in certain fundamental shareowner rights: 1. All shareowners should be heard, not just the biggest ones.  
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2. Barriers that prevent communication between companies and their owners should be removed.  3. Investing in accessible investment products like ETFs shouldn’t mean forfeiting the right to participate as an owner. During the early history of corporations, shareowners owned physical stock certificates and attended shareholder meetings in-person. They shared ideas, challenged each other, and faced off with the board of directors. Voting by “proxy”, which is the term that refers to the practice of granting the right to a third party to vote on one’s behalf, was an exception intended to extend participation rights to those who were unable to attend the meeting. Today, proxy voting is the norm for shareholders who still choose to participate in the shareholder meeting process.  The rights and experience that the current system affords are a far cry from the vibrant and productive experience of an early shareholder meeting, which has resulted in the effective disenfranchisement of everyday shareholders. We believe that technology now presents an opportunity to return a sense of ownership, community and agency to capital markets for the benefit of all participants and stakeholders.  For more information, please visit http://www.say.com III. The Current Voting Process in Australia  a. Record of Shareholder Holdings Individual shareholders in Australia normally retain their holdings registered in their own name or the name of an entity related to their estate. In addition, there are a number of shareholders whose shares are managed in an omnibus structure, either through (i) a custodian or margin lender or (ii) a nominee company within a broker.   The register of shareholders for each listed company therefore essentially consists of a combination of such company’s Holder Identification Number (“HIN”) and Security Reference Number (“SRN”) holdings, which are managed by each company’s share registry.  Nominee or beneficial shareholdings which are otherwise known as sub-account holdings are generally stored in withheld databases and not in the company’s share registry. There are three ways in which a beneficial shareholder’s holdings can be disclosed to a company: 1. Pursuant to a substantial holding disclosure which are advised via the company disclosure as required by the Australian Securities & Investments Commission (“ASIC”);   2. Pursuant to a s672 beneficial ownership direction request submitted to ASIC which is used by an ASIC member to enquire who its beneficial holders are on an intermittent basis, which is normally a paper-based request process; and   3. Pursuant to a direct connection by a small number select data providers. Say notes that, as in the United States, the current process for a company to understand who its beneficial holders are results in an incomplete data set and places unnecessary barriers between companies and their owners.      b. Proxy Voting Process The first step for a registered shareholder in the meeting process is receipt of a meeting notice.  In Australia, the large majority of meeting notices are still sent in paper format via physical mail, and there has been slow progress to move investor communications to a robust electronic solution.  
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Only registered shareholders (or their nominated proxy representative) are entitled to “split” votes1 at a meeting, and it is the duty of the share register to validate that the voting parties are eligible to vote.  The result is that beneficial shareholders need to have their shares voted by their registered owner if they wish to split votes.   This means that, for example, a large custodian in Australia could execute votes for the registered holding of all of its clients, excluding one. This would allow the excluded client to vote their beneficial holdings before or during the meeting in a different manner if it desires. c. Voting Lodgement Votes can be lodged prior to a meeting in a number of ways: via paper mail, paper fax, email, an issuer portal, or a desktop application.  Unfortunately, however, existing processes do not allow an investor intuitive access to vote their shares in a clean, digital-first interface.  There is also a lack of specific regulatory guidance on the cut-off date for lodgement shareholder voting.  This is both confusing for the shareholder and provides the issuer with opportunities for interference in vote processing. d. Introducing Technology to the Process Say’s mission is to build technology in order to allow all shareholders to access their full ownership rights. We believe that the CHESS Replacement process presents an opportunity for the ASX to implement changes that would leverage the power of available technology to improve the ability of shareholders to access those rights.   Today, for example, it is possible for a secure record of data to be stored and permissioned at the appropriate level of access by external parties. Such a system could replace the fragmented system of beneficial owner disclosure described above. Further, Say believes that shareholders should be able to electronically permission their vote to a party on an electronic ad-hoc, or standing instruction basis. This is allowed via paper and should be extended to electronic voting as well.   IV. CHESS Replacement Recommendations The following headings cover specific areas of interest to Say:      a. s2.2.2 CIN  i. Broad support of Common Investor Number (“CIN”) Say initially supports the initiative to introduce a CIN but reserves its full support until it receives further clarity required on how the CIN process will work.   Rationale The CHESS Replacement Scope and Implementation Plan does state that the SRN holdings of a settlement participant can be included under the CIN, although the timeliness, accuracy and maintenance of such holdings need to be understood in more detail.  Additionally, it is not clear who undertakes the reconciliation of the SRN/CIN holdings. ii. Stock lending needs to be considered in further detail The stock lending function is another area within the future CIN model that must be carefully considered.                                                               1 A split vote is where a single registered holding can be split across two nominated proxy voting agents and voted separately. 
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Rationale Most settlement participants have pooled lending programs, and the CIN function would need to be adjusted for this fact in order to give an accurate view of the beneficial owner holdings. Most importantly, there is a risk of double voting of shares if CINs do not factor in stock lending. iii. Making CIN data available on a permissioned basis CIN data should be available to be permissioned by an investor with other external parties, e.g. accountants, financial advisors, or other service providers.  It is also important to account for the applicable data privacy rules.   Rationale  Because the CIN proposal is opt-in, it should also be made available on a permissioned-access basis. For example, where an investor requests that their settlement participant creates a CIN, such investor should be able to permission access to that CIN to a non-ASX service provider in the same way that an investor can do today directly with their settlement participant, such as an accountant, financial advisor or other service provider. b. s2.2.2 Collection of additional investor information (dependency for proxy voting) Say broadly supports this function based on the limited information available, but believes additional information should be included pertaining to standing instructions for nomination of proxy voting agent, with an expiry date.  Rationale Shareholders are becoming increasingly more active in their interest in sustainable investing and good governance, although this can be a time-consuming activity that can require professional interpretation in order to understand shareholder materials. As such, shareholders desire the capability to allow another party to vote their shares in a pre-agreed manner, i.e. through a voting agent. Alternatively, the investor may want to allow an external service provider access to their holdings and account details for the purpose of sharing that data.  This ability is already extended to stockbrokers and custodians through portfolio management services and should be extended to everyday shareholders as well.  c. s2.2.16 Corporate action election for Dividend Reinvestment Plan (“DRP”)/Bonus Share Plan (“BSP”) Say broadly supports this function based on the limited information available, but believes it should also be capable of supporting the nomination of a proxy voting agent. Rationale The mechanism to support a standing instruction for DRP and BSP is similar to that of providing proxy voting standing instructions for nomination of proxy voting agent.  Under the proxy voting agent system, each registered investor can nominate per meeting who they want to ‘proxy’ vote their shares.  This option should also be made available within the CIN model. d. s2.2.21 Electronic holding statements to be delivered by a party nominated by the investor (email, opt-in, limited use) Say broadly supports this function based on the limited information available. Rationale 
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CHESS Statement are used to independently notify the shareholder of movements on their shareholding.  Given the nature of technology proposed by ASX, it should be possible for the investor to nominate the agent that delivers their ASX trading data on a permissioned basis.   For example, a provider of portfolio services may be permissioned by the investor to integrate the CHESS statements on an STP basis.  So rather than the investor receiving duplicate data for what they already know, they will receive an alert from their service provider of any breaks. Any fees normally levied by the ASX to the issuer for the delivery of the CHESS Statements (via a proposed electronic email service) should also be shared with the investor nominated service provider. V. Conclusion Say’s mission is to empower all shareholders around the world to exercise their rights as owners. The CHESS Replacement has great potential to further this mission in Australia, and we respectfully request that the ASX consider the suggestions above in connection with its implementation.    Contact Jeff Cruttenden Co-Founder & CEO Jeff@say.com     


